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Abstract
Biological metaphors abound in computational modeling and simulation, inspiring creative and novel approaches
to conceptualizing, representing, simulating and analyzing a wide range of phenomena. Proponents of this research
suggest that biologically-inspired informatics have practical national security importance, because they represent a
new way to analyze sociopolitical dynamics and trends, from terrorist recruitment to cyber warfare. However,
translating innovative basic research into useful, usable, adoptable, and trustworthy tools that benefit the daily work
of national security experts is challenging. Drawing on several years’ worth of ethnographic fieldwork among
national security experts, this paper suggests that information ecology, activity theory, and participatory modeling
provide theoretical frameworks and practical suggestions to support design and development of useful, usable, and
adoptable modeling and simulation approaches for complex national security challenges.

Background
Making analytic software useful, usable, and adoptable
in the context of the United States’ national security
community is a difficult challenge. Not only is the “national security community” a massive, complicated, and
heterogeneous set of institutions, but its members are
responsible for providing timely and trustworthy assessments of significant trends. Analysts are taught to think
critically about the data and information they are examining, as well as the cognitive biases they bring to its interpretation. Critical thinking and skepticism often
extend to innovative and exotic technologies, such as
new informatics tools, particularly those developed outside the analytic workplace. As Philip Huxtable, a researcher at the United States Joint Forces Command,
has observed, national security analysts are not likely to
adopt a technology if they do not “. . .trust the tool or
method’s validity and usefulness for their tasks” [1].
Biologically-inspired algorithms and frameworks are
certainly innovative and exotic. Although biological metaphors have long influenced computer science (for example, in the form of neural nets), innovations in biology
have more recently inspired creative, interdisciplinary
approaches to conceptualizing, representing, simulating
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and analyzing social, economic and cultural trends. In relation to the national security community, proponents of
biologically-inspired informatics believe these approaches
might shed light on trends and threats that are not welladdressed by traditional social science theory and methods. However, before biologically-inspired informatics can
be usefully applied in national security settings, proponents must pay attention to the challenge of translating
innovative science into working tools. This is a complicated process [2]; innovation and novelty alone will
not guarantee that biologically-inspired informatics will
find a productive niche in national security analysis and
decision-making.
In keeping with the biologically-inspired theme of this
special issue, this essay draws on Nardi and O’Day’s
metaphor of information ecologies as a holistic framework for understanding the relationships among tools,
people, and information in potential contexts of use [3].
Approaching contexts of use from an ecological perspective can help developers appreciate the design challenges
associated with introducing new technologies into existing organizational cultures. Two complementary methodological frameworks, activity theory and participatory
modeling, provide practical guidance for translating ecological perspectives into usable and useful design knowledge, while building productive working relationships
with the people responsible for making sense of complex
national security challenges. Hopefully, this essay will
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inspire proponents of biologically-inspired informatics
to seek new ways of engaging national security analysts
and decision-makers as informed and committed stakeholders in informatics research and development.
New problems, new methods

The 9/11 attacks highlighted significant problems with
information collection, sharing, and analysis in the United States’ national security community. Since 9/11, the
United States has taken many steps to improve the analysis and communication of intelligence assessments.
Significant investments in analytic practices have led to
new paradigms for evaluating intelligence information
and communicating assessments to decision-makers; i.e.,
the Analysis of Competing Hypotheses (ACH) and
Words of Estimative Probabilities (WEP) [4,5]. As part
of this reform, government agencies have sought out
computer software and hardware that will improve the
processes and products of intelligence analysis: not just
new search engines and databases, but information
visualization and visual analytics platforms, computersupported collaborative environments, even classified
versions of social media such as Twitter and Facebook
[6]. These days, both military and civilian agencies are
awash in new software, from ‘grass-roots’ analyst-driven
initiatives such as the collaborative platforms of Intellipedia and A-Space [7] to vendor-provided visual analytics software, such as Analysts’ Notebook and Palantir
[8,9].
Informatics research and development is also playing a
role in the evolution of analytic practice and technology.
Of particular importance is the recent emergence of the
interdisciplinary field of computational social science,
which is a trading zone [10] that brings framings from
other disciplines, such as biological metaphors, to bear
on the analysis of social, political, and cultural trends.
The new methods and theories have emerged from these
intersections have researchers extolling the potential for
interdisciplinary computational science to “. . .[extend]
our cognitive range [and provide] a new means of knowing the world, which is fundamentally different from that
of experimental control” [11].
As computational social science has grown, researchers have sought funding and application areas in the national security community [12,13]. Computational
modeling and simulation have long track record of
informing government decision-making, and decisionmakers are hungry for better forecasting capabilities,
even rudimentary ones, to support resource allocation
decisions and timely policy, operational, and tactical
responses in an uncertain and rapidly changing world
[14-18]. As a result, a number of national security
thought leaders have suggested that new computational
science techniques, including a wide range of modeling,
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simulation, and informatics approaches, might give
decision-makers a jump on complex, seemingly intractable sociopolitical trends. Perhaps the best-known funding vehicle for this intersection is the Human Social,
Cultural, and Behavior (HSCB) program, under the Director of Defense Research and Engineering (DDR&E) in
the Office of the Secretary of Defense (OSD). Since its
inception, HSCB has itself funded over fifty research
projects in government, industry and academia [16,17].
Overall, the DoD’s publicly available research portfolio
indicates at least thirty different interdisciplinary sociocultural research and development projects [17], many
of which involve computational modeling, simulation,
and informatics [17-21].
Such research investments have led to tremendous
innovation in algorithms, data, and technology. Yet the
long-term viability of any application depends less on
its scientific novelty than whether it is presented in a
way that people can use it.a Unfortunately, very little
attention been paid to the problem of translating the
innovations of biologically-inspired informatics into
useful, usable, and adoptable tool for the analysts who
ostensibly comprise the intended user communities
[20,22,23].
Usability, utility, and adoptability

Usability, utility, and adoptability each describe distinct
but interrelated qualities associated with the potential
impact of a new technology; i.e., the degree to which
humans can employ an artifact to achieve a desired goal,
end, or effect on the world around them. Usability refers
to such qualities as learnability, efficiency, and whether
important operations are easily performed and remembered. Utility or usefulness describes the degree to which
people can use the technology to perform tasks that
matter to them, and a rich literature provides guidance
and techniques for assessing these qualities [22-27].
Lastly, adoptability addresses the goodness-of-fit between a tool or technology and the sociocultural characteristics of an intended user community [28].
The relationships among usability, utility, and adoptability are complicated: although they can be mutually
reinforcing, none is sufficient (nor perhaps even necessary) to achieve the other two. This is because all are
context- and user-dependent. For example, a software
application that has a highly learnable and efficient interface may not provide capabilities that align well with a
user community’s core tasks. Similarly, high utility can
overcome mediocre usability, as when technically proficient users are comfortable employing unfinished software. A prototype optimization toolkit that incorporates
a new solver may be useful enough that engineers are
willing to overlook a nonexistent interface or annoying
bugs, at least temporarily. Lastly, both usability and
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utility tend to emphasize the relationship between a
human user and a particular technology; neither quite
addresses whether or not tools can be adopted into existing work environments. Adoptability brings additional
consideration to higher-order social and organizational
factors that may enable and constrain tool adoption, such
as norms for technology acquisition and organizational
modes of communication [28].
A vignette may help explain how usability, utility, and
adoptability play out in the development and deployment of new software tools. Several years ago, the author
became acquainted with a computer science research
group embedded in a large government agency. Seeking
to have a positive impact on analytic approaches in the
agency, a few of the computer scientists decided to redesign a search engine that analysts commonly used
with the agency’s largest database. The researchers
selected the project after hearing analysts complain
about the non-intuitive nature of the current search
engine. They elicited suggestions from experienced
personnel to ensure that the new search engine would
provide smoother navigation experience than the existing one. When the prototype was ready, the team invited
analysts to test it and provide feedback. The testers
praised the simplicity and learnability of the interface
and the efficiency with which they could review records
in the database.
Surprisingly, however, the new search engine was not
widely adopted; in fact, only a handful of analysts
expressed interest in getting the interface installed on
their desktop machines. In discussing this mystery with
the research and development team and with some of
the agency’s analysts, it became apparent that the older,
clunkier search engine had considerable inertia in the
work environment. For one thing, it was well-integrated
into the suite of commercial tools that most analysts
were already using. Not only would switching to the new
search engine require additional steps to export and import data, but searching the database was only one of
many tasks analysts did in a day, and time spent retrieving information was relatively low compared to other
work tasks. In addition, because of cyber security concerns, the agency’s software acquisition policies required
extensive review of new code, even when developed internally. Lastly, as one analyst explained, she had “grown
up” using the older search engine and felt comfortable
with it. She believed her peers felt similarly; after all, it
did not appear that using the existing search engine was
hurting her group’s overall performance. Such factors
made it difficult for the research group’s innovation to
gain the momentum necessary for successful adoption.
The search engine project described in the preceding
vignette would probably have benefitted from more
structured and careful elicitation, documentation, and
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management of basic technology and user requirements.
The field of software engineering provides extensive
guidance in this regard, including user-oriented design
approaches that emphasize the importance of user priorities, tasks, and workflows in the development of new
tools (e.g., [25,29]). Yet the intersection of “national security” and “biologically-inspired security informatics”
introduces challenges to usability, utility, and adoptability that may not be adequately addressed by standard
software engineering paradigms, even those that
emphasize active user participation in the design, development, and testing of new technologies. Computer scientist Jean Scholtz has written that developing
applications that take advantage of innovative computational science, such as the biologically-inspired research
described in this issue, challenge mainstream software
development paradigms [30]. These challenges are due
to the organizational complexity and cognitive demands
of national security analysis; cultural differences between
researchers and national security analysts; and the interdisciplinary character of computational modeling and
simulation itself. Each is briefly reviewed below.
First, the national security community is diverse, with
workplaces that include trailers on forward operating
bases in Afghanistan or (until recently) Iraq; buzzing cubicle farms in federal office buildings in Maryland or
Virginia, and secure facilities located in bland industrial
parks or university campuses around the country. Even
analysts working on similar problems within the same
agency may have very different customer sets, geographical focus areas, timelines, tools and technologies, and
data sources. To make matters more complicated, multiple analytic groups in different agencies can be working
on similar issues with quite different methodologies.
Simply identifying the appropriate user community for a
new software tool, analytic method or technique is a
non-trivial problem, even for people within the national
security community.
Related to this is the fact that informatics research and
development tends to occur in industrial and/or academic domains that are organizationally, physically, and
culturally distinct from the bureaucratic domains of the
national security community. It is helpful to think of
each domain as a distinct epistemic culture. These are
cross-institutional communities whose members are
engaged in shared activities, discussions, objectives,
techniques, technologies, and practices, all of which have
emerged over time as people pursue collectively-valued
forms of knowledge [31].
The epistemic culture of computational social science
tends to be grounded in academic, private nonprofit,
and/or industrial research settings. It is intensely interdisciplinary, and emphasizes computational modeling
and simulation as an empirical approach to the study of
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social phenomena for which data can be difficult to acquire. In contrast, national security analysis and
decision-making is located squarely in the realm of government and deals with real-world, high-consequence
outcomes on a daily basis. National security analysts, civilian and military, are responsible for identifying, assessing, and ensuring that the United States can interdict
potential tactical and strategic threats. Analysts identify
important issues and respond to difficult questions,
piecing together information sources that may be incomplete, uncertain, ambiguous, evolving, even conflicting or deceptive. Analytic assessments are routinely
promulgated throughout the intelligence community,
shared across multiple government agencies, and may
find their way into policy discussions at very high levels
of government, where they may be cited to support significantly risky courses of action. As most analysts can
attest, errors in judgment or communication can disastrous for national security, which is one of the most politically charged and least forgiving areas of American
public life. Rarely, if ever, do computer science researchers face the possibility of being held responsible for decision outcomes that may be literally existential.
Given explosive growth in information, analytical
techniques, and computing power over the past two
decades, it is not surprising that both the research and
the policy- and decision-making communities are seeking practical benefit from computationally-driven analytical techniques. At the same time, the potential
stakeholders may find biologically-inspired informatics
opaque, particularly when projects leverage crossdisciplinary methods and frameworks in conceptually
innovative and risky ways. Because of this gulf, “. . .it is
frequently the case that policy-makers dismiss academic
research as too theoretical, unrelated to the actual problems they are wrestling with, or in other ways irrelevant to their concerns” [32].
Last, the interdisciplinary novelty of biologicallyinspired computational social modeling and simulation
is itself problematic, because the rapid evolution and
heterogeneity of these projects can make it difficult for
non-practitioners to judge the quality of a model and/or
its simulation outputs [33,34]. Anyone who has tried to
rid their kitchen of sugar ants can appreciate the communicative talents and collective resilience of the ant
colony. However, the assumptions and constraints associated with ant colony-inspired mathematical models of
social networks or power markets are probably not
intuitive to all-source intelligence analysts who lack
familiarity with the mathematical formalisms of ant
colony-inspired algorithms [35,36]. The ability to develop
a good sense of how one’s tools interact with data and information is a major factor that influences adoptability:
national security work products can have significant
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existential consequences, and trust in one’s work processes is perhaps the most important metric that attends
technology design activities in this space.
Wanted: a new development model

Philip Huxtable and others who are familiar with efforts
to bring modeling and simulation into national security
analysis have emphasized the importance of breaking
down organizational barriers between researchers and
government analysts, so that analysts can develop “an
understanding of [the tool’s] strengths and weaknesses
and thus develop confidence in using it for tasks on
which significant decisions (and their professional
reputations) will be based” [1,23,33,34]. Yet within the
national security community, most modeling, simulation, and other informatics projects follow an “over
the fence” development model: researchers develop
and demonstrate working systems in a research setting;
the resulting systems are then thrown “over the fence”
to the users who are presumably waiting to receive
them. Even when informatics projects have explicitly
identified an impact area or use context, much of the research tends to occur at a distance from the analytic
workplace. Even national security R&D programs that
are organizationally proximate to analytic workplaces are
not necessarily integrated with the analytic and/or
decision-making processes they seek to affect. This is
not a new problem: As Huxtable laments, “Everyone in
the community knows [the over the fence] approach
doesn’t work, yet the vast majority of analytic capability
projects are executed this way, and most are unlikely to
transition in any way that makes use of their apparent
potential” [1].
For the national security community to realize return
on its informatics investments, proponents of such
methodologies must pay far greater attention to the
characteristics of end-user communities. In this regard,
social science theory and method can provide valuable
frameworks and techniques for identifying key aspects of
the organizational, political, and social contexts of national security and relating these to tool development. In
the following pages, I suggest that information ecology
can help proponents of biosecurity innovations appreciate the complex challenges associated with technology
adoption in the national security community. Activity
theory provides a complementary set of techniques and
methods for eliciting the key aspects of work environments that bear on the usability, utility, and adoptability
of new tools. Developing richer relationships with user
communities inside the national security environment
opens the door to effective collaboration, such as participatory modeling, a development approach specifically
aimed at cultivating informed and committed stakeholders for modeling and simulation technologies.
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Moving beyond “the user:” information ecologies

Over the past fifty years, the fields of human factors and
human-computer interaction have established a set of
well-recognized principles for designing technologies
that fit the physiological and cognitive requirements of
human users. However, the rapid evolution of personal
computing, the Internet, and the explosion of collaborative technologies and social media has expanded technology design paradigms, so that it is no longer enough
to consider the Everyman User in design. Instead, design
thinking now emphasizes humans as actors engaged in
the act of sense making: the assembly of meaningful narratives that explain what is happening, so that actors can
respond appropriately. Technology must be designed to
enable and empower people to engage, assess and act
upon the social, political, and cultural contexts in which
they are embedded.
One provocative example of this contextual, more humanistic trend in design thinking is Bonnie Nardi and
Vicki O’Day’s discussion of information ecologies [3].
Nardi and O’Day’s biological metaphor makes this
framework particularly appropriate for this special issue
of Security Informatics. More importantly, however, the
metaphorical casting of an office workplace as a living
ecology helps break down taken-for-granted assumptions about what makes a technology “better” than its
predecessors.
The ecologies that interest Nardi and O’Day are
human settings where people collectively pursue the creation, maintenance, exchange, and retrieval of information. Libraries, school classrooms, the cubicle farms of
an intelligence agency: these are not just workplaces,
but living systems that engage human actors in meaningful activity. Importantly, unlike biological ecologies,
information ecologies are socially purposive: inhabitants
engage in goal-directed behavior toward the accomplishment of a broader, socially-sanctioned outcome - for
example, the monitoring and interdiction of sub-state
criminal networks that are involved in human trafficking. Because information ecologies are living and dynamic sets of “. . .people, practices, values and
technologies in a particular local environment,” write
Nardi and O’Day, design work must begin with an
understanding of the “. . .human activities that are served
by technology” ([3]; emphasis added). They describe how
different elements of an ecology - tools, specific methods, even humans who occupy specific roles - become
established as niches that provide specific functions in
support of human activity. As Nardi and O’Day explain,
the most important niches are occupied by keystone species whose removal fundamentally change the nature of
the ecosystem, even threaten its survival.
Consider the search engine vignette in relation to
Nardi and O’Day’s ecologies. The story illustrates the
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difficulty of changing a single element in a system without accounting for the full range of activities in which
that element is embedded. Perhaps the search engine occupied a critical niche: i.e., human users had over time
connected it with other elements of the system to support myriad functions, such as communication among
analysts and information traceability. Even though the
developers had visibly improved the search engine’s primary function - retrieving information from a database the existing system was deeply embedded in other processes and functions. Technologies that span multiple
users, such search engines or email services, often play a
keystone role in information ecologies. As Nardi and
O’Day point out, removal of a keystone species can
jeopardize the very survival of an ecology; for example,
many forms of analytic work might grind to a halt if the
search engine disappeared. Not surprisingly, people tend
to react strongly (and often negatively) to abrupt
changes in keystone species, because so many of their
activities depend on the functions such species afford.
Yet innovation in system elements, even in keystone
species, is important if an information ecology is to
adapt and grow. Just as natural ecologies survive by
adapting to the pressures of an evolving environment, so
are information ecologies engaged in ongoing and dynamic process of evolution, as people perceive and respond to emerging trends and pressures. The fact of
evolution should be inspiring to new technology developers, because it means that opportunities for innovation
are always present in an information ecology. Indeed, information ecologies thrive on diversity in people, tools,
roles, tasks, activities, technologies, and resources, because diversity lends resilience when external pressures
or the failure of some internal element put stress on the
ecology’s systems [3].
Imaginatively recasting national security software users
as species in a complex information ecology should give
proponents of biologically-inspired informatics technologies pause and optimism. It is naïve, and probably
counterproductive, to assume that “better” informatics
technologies will be embraced by national security
decision-makers purely because these technologies embody some type of scientific, mathematical, or computational superiority. However, because the national
security workplace is a living ecology, there are always
opportunities for cultivating and establishing viable
niches for new sense making activities, with their accompanying technologies and expertise. The challenge is decomposing the ecology in question to identify the most
viable niches for an envisioned innovation.
Ecologies and activities

Nardi and O’Day’s metaphorical mapping between biological ecologies and office workplaces helps us re-think
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our assumptions about human-tool relationships. However, its practical applications may not be immediately
apparent. At this point, it is appropriate to introduce a
related framework for studying human-technology
interaction known as activity theory. Information ecology and activity theory are complementary, which is
not coincidental; Bonnie Nardi is one of the United
States’ foremost proponents of activity theory-based
approaches to technology design and development [37].
Like information ecology, activity theory emphasizes
the embeddedness of individual human activity in
broader systems of social relationships. However, activity theory’s framework has very clear methodological
implications for eliciting contextual factors related to
the design and development of usable, useful, and
adoptable software.
Activity theory is derived from the work of Soviet developmental psychology, which emphasized the importance
of cultural and contextual factors in shaping human cognitive development and consciousness. In the 1980s, Scandinavian, British, and later American researchers adopted
the principles of activity theory as an alternative approach
to the individualist paradigms that dominated Western research on human communication, reasoning, work and
learning [37-39]. Today, activity theory is widely seen as
an important “post-cognitivist” and “post-technologist”
approach to human-computer interaction and system engineering because it provides accessible and highly practical guidance for mapping what people are doing, what
they are using and creating as they do it, and how social,

Figure 1 Conceptual map of activity theory.
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organizational, and cultural factors make their activity
meaningful [25,37,39].
Figure 1 illustrates activity theory’s main conceptual relationships. As the name suggests, activity theory begins with
the activity, or purposeful, goal-directed human action, as
the unit of analysis. Activities comprise human actors who
put various resources or instruments to use toward
achievement of an object. At this very basic level, activity
theory resembles established theories of human-computer
interaction, such as Card and Moran’s GOMS [39,40].
However, activity theory goes beyond the immediacy of
micro-interactions between individuals and technologies to
examine the relationship between individuals and social
collectives.
Of particular importance in this regard is the concept of
outcome, which indicates the broader set of values and
purpose that lend meaning to human action. Outcomes
explain why an individual’s work matters to a larger set of
human actors and individuals. In activity theory, that larger
set is captured in concept of a community, which refers to
objectively defined social location in which an actor is embedded (e.g., an intelligence analyst in a three-letter agency),
as well as the actor’s subjective sense of membership and
responsibility vis-à-vis other actors (e.g., a young analyst is
part of a group of novices being mentored by a particular
expert). Roles and rules provide structure and regularity to
communities. They comprise a mix of formal and informal
elements that not only give individuals a sense of social
location vis-à-vis other members; but which also support
the achievement of organizational purpose by formalizing
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the distribution of responsibilities, resources, power, and
labor across a community.
Over the past decade, activity theory has become an increasingly popular framework because the approach generates rich descriptive data that helps designers identify
relationships that bear on the introduction of new technologies. Although a full description of activity theory’s
methods is beyond the scope of this article, some of the
questions that that emerge from activity theoretic approach
are depicted in Figure 1. These questions can be used to
identify and categorize key elements in a work environment. For example, a hypothetical activity might consist of
an intelligence analyst (the actor, occupying a particular
role) who uses a search engine (a computer software/hardware instrument) to identify high-quality satellite imagery
covering a particular geographical region during a given
time period (identifying imagery is object of the search
activity; imagery is also an instrument). Once the imagery is
retrieved, the analyst will conduct a systematic search of
the imagery (the imagery, the displays, the software, and
even the analyst’s search methods are instruments) to identify indicators of illicit activity (the object of the search).
The analyst will assemble a report (the object of the search
and analysis activities), which she will mark with appropriate distribution restrictions (marking requirements are
rules) so that she can distribute the report to law enforcement (which she identifies as part of the national security
community) to support an investigation into maritime
criminal activity (the outcome).
Activity theoretic studies are typically iterative, because
digging into one area of the framework is likely to raise
questions or reveal information about other areas. For
example, as people identify instruments and resources, they
will probably describe how they use particular resources in
performing various tasks, which leads to identifying activities, their objects, and the intended outcomes. Indeed,
when trying to build familiarity with a new user community, it is often easiest to begin at the apex of the triangle
and conduct an inventory of the instruments that people
use in their work. This is because physical resources are
relatively easy to identify and can include computers, software, books, maps, communication devices, and displays;
as well as key places - offices, conference rooms, cubicles.
Activity theory is not the only way to approach studies
of work, but it does provide an efficient way to bootstrap
one’s knowledge of a work context. It also helps
designers identify specific work activities that deserve
more intensive study, as through cognitive task analysis
[41,42]. Most importantly, however, activity theory helps
technology developers build relationships with the
people whose work they seek to impact: as Kuutti points
out, activity theory “. . .aims at reconstructing contexts
in practice so that people are not just objects or subordinate parts, but regain their role as creators” [43]. In
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this sense, activity theory is complementary with another
paradigm that may be useful to proponents of
biologically-informed informatics: namely, participatory
modeling.
Cultivating a niche: participatory modeling

Participatory modeling is a methodology that leverages the
principles of user-oriented design to ensure that computational applications, including modeling, simulation, and
informatics technologies, are comprehensible to stakeholders in a decision space. Participatory approaches use
the development of analytic technologies, such as models,
to integrate multiple goals and perspectives across stakeholder communities. Participatory approaches developed in
the context of natural resource decision-making, where
stakeholders often have diverse and conflicting goals for
management of shared resources. Successful management
of shared resources requires that stakeholders comprehend
and trust the decision-making process, including data,
information, and analysis. The participatory modeling philosophy is expressed in a number of methodological frameworks that vary according to the mechanisms and degree of
stakeholder participation: Barreteau has noted, participatory
modeling and simulation paradigms are quite diverse in the
details of their implementation [44,45]. However, all seek to
build comprehensibility and trust by incorporating stakeholders as active participants in the modeling process:
negotiating a shared conceptual framework, identifying data
and information, examining and mitigating sources of bias,
establishing appropriate contexts of use, and setting goals
for verification and validation of the model’s software and
products.
This emphasis on trust, transparency, and the creation
of comprehensible analytic processes and tools maps
well to the challenges that informatics proponents face
when engaging the national security community. As previously discussed, analysts are often reluctant to adopt
computational technologies that they do not understand;
it makes sense that incorporating end-users in development process is might generate the contextual knowledge required to make sense of a modeling approach.
If nothing else, coupling participatory modeling
approaches with the activity theoretic approach described
above can help technology developers appreciate the
goals, constraints, outcomes, and impacts associated with
national security analysis and decision-making. However,
participatory modeling is also consonant with the political philosophy of activity theory, which explicitly calls
for users to have an ownership role in the design and development of technologies that will impact their work
and lives. In addition, activity theoretic investigations of
national security workplaces engage users in the derivation of design principles careful study of a use environment. The resulting relationships can be leveraged
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toward participatory development of next-generation informatics technologies. In doing so, developers can mitigate lack-of-knowledge issues that might otherwise
prevent end-users from, for example, appreciating the
benefits and limitations and associated with using bee
colony metaphors to understand political memes.

Review and conclusion
This paper has provided a cursory overview of three
related theoretical frameworks - information ecologies,
activity theory, and participatory modeling - for
approaching design challenges associated with informatics for national security decision-making. Mainstream
software engineering is a starting point for rethinking
how we introduce new analytic approaches into the national security workplace. For example, professional
associations have identified standards associated with
basic usability, while the software engineering literature
provides a variety of methods for eliciting user requirements. However, while an elegant user interface and
well-written documentation can enhance a tool’s usability, utility, and adoptability, the cognitive and epistemological complexity of interdisciplinary informatics
requires additional investment in building relationships
between researchers and intended user communities.
Humanistic, holistic frameworks like information ecology,
activity theory, and participatory modeling emphasize that
qualities like usability, utility, and adoptability are more
than “interface deep.” Successful transition of new informatics technologies will require the entire community - funders, users, researchers - to evolve models of success
beyond software- and model-oriented measures, such as
algorithmic elegance or the quality of software implementation. Instead, when people adopt an innovation, they are
making a conscious (if subtle) decision to change how they
engage with some area of their lives, work, and perhaps
even their relationships with a community of peers. Not
only can new tools change how individuals solve problems,
but the adoption of new technologies can stimulate farreaching changes in community identity and culture, challenging established norms for “who we are” and “how we
do things here” [46].
In this regard, proponents of analytic innovations, including biologically-inspired informatics, must ask themselves if
methodological improvements in national security analysis
will be driven by technological innovation. From the perspective of ecology and activity theory, this assumption is
tremendously naïve because it neglects the agency of
human analysts as users who decide how they will perform
their work. These theories suggest that novel computational
science approaches can only be successful if everyone - funders, researchers, and analysts - actively seek ways to bridge
the organizational, cultural, and epistemological divides that
separate “researchers” from “analysts.”
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In this regard, proponents of national security informatics
should look for ways to incorporate analysts and researchers together into the development of new technologies. For
example, a specialist analysis cell might be asked to design
its own call for proposals in conjunction with a funding
agency. The deal would require a commitment from the
analyst cell and a research team to work side-by-side for a
period of time. Not only would the researchers begin to
understand the analysts’ activities, resources, goals, outcomes, and constituents; but the analysts would have the
opportunity to become familiar with researchers’ techniques and theories, so that approaches like the biologicallyinspired ones described in this issue become less exotic and
more comfortable. Frameworks such as activity theory can
help guide these relationships; questions derived from its
elements can help technology designers and analysts jointly
identify critical elements and relationships in a workplace.
This structured relationship building can establish foundational trust relationships, adding momentum to the participatory development of a new informatics technology.
If modeling and simulation technologies are to bring the
revolutionary analytical changes that they promise, modelers and analysts alike must be encouraged to recast themselves as co-owners of new technologies. In particular,
researchers who want their technologies to have real-world
impacts must become familiar with, even become participating members of, the very security ecologies they seek to
influence. Just as biologically-inspired informatics are an
interdisciplinary creation, so too must their application
bring disparate communities into collaborative relationships. Paying attention to context is critical to establish a viable niche for informatics, modeling, and simulation as
methodological species that add diversity and strength to
the constantly evolving ecology of national security.

Endnotes
a
A reviewer of an earlier draft pointed out that usability,
utility, and adoptability are not the only problems associated with using new computational science approaches in
national security. In fact, they might not even be the most
important ones: Empirical evaluation using high-quality
datasets is rarely performed; and standards for verification,
validation, and accreditation technologies are largely undefined. While the paucity of validation quality data and
robust verification, validation, and accreditation approaches
are indeed problematic, that topic is beyond the scope of
this paper.
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